
completely danceable. Later recordings, often featuring exceptional
singers, are still of a very high qualify, but not quite as focused on the
dance floor.

PART v
In Conclusion
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1HE EXPERIENCE OF THE M~ORITV

In trying to explain the story of Tango in the Golden Age in a book,

inevitably I have had to make some simplifications and generalisations.

Whatever statement any person may make about Tango, it would have

been possible to find someone who had been dancing in the Golden

Age who would have disagreed with it. Sometimes that disagreement

would amount to nothing more than vocabulary, and closer

examination would show that what was being described differently

was actually the same thing. But with no ultimate authority to decide

that one thing was right and another wrong, Tango inevitably had its

real differences as well.

What I have tried to do, though, is find the common ground that

united all Tango dancers, and made Tango one dance, rather than

several different ones. And I have tried to explain the common

experience of the majority of Tango dancers, as far as I can understand

what that was.

Of course, common experience of the majority is not the experience of

every individual. In particular I have talked a great deal about young
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men wanting to use Tango as a way of meeting women. While the
overwhelming majority of men I spoke to in Buenos Aires learnea' to
dance the Tango for that reason, obviously there were some who did
not. Occasionally I met men who had begun to dance, perhaps when
they were as young as eight years old, because they loved the music
and felt impelled to dance it. Only later did they discover how socially
useful the dance could be. And it is undoubtedly true that there were gay
men who went to the practical in order to dance with other men, and
who had no personal interest in going to milongas to dance with
women.

Certainly the preferences of the women who danced the Tango
exerted a powerful force on the evolution of the dance —they were the
one authority that enforced high standards. Undoubtedly women

contributed directly as well. Certainly there were gay men in the
pr4cticas who also made a contribution. Certainly there was input from
all the many different ethnic groups that made up the unique cocktail of
Buenos Aires. I firmly believe, though, that Tango would not have
become the dance it did had not the majority of the people who were
creating it been men who found themselves in a world without enough
women, and who were forced to make the best they could of an
environment that was not quite how they wished it to be. That is why
have focused on that part of the Buenos Aires experience —the
experience of the majority of people who danced Tango in Buenos
Aires before the end of the Golden Age in 1955.
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THE ~1EANING OF TANGO

When the title of this book was first suggested to me, I was a little

nervous. How could anyone dare to write a book called The Meaning

of Tango? With any creative form, people bring to it their own

meanings, and find their own individual meanings in it.

But as I thought about it, I realised that even though each individual

person I met who had danced the Tango in the 1940s and 1950s had

their own very personal experience, underlying that was a unifying

sense of what was important, of the purpose of the dance, and the

place it held in their lives.

To understand their dance, and to learn to dance it in the way they

did, it is necessary to understand what Tango meant to them, on many

different levels.

My intention in this book has been to explain -why Tango evolved the

way that it did, and how the people who created it understood it. Tango

is different from any other social dance I have ever experienced.

Choreographically it offers wider and richer possibilities. And on the

emotional level it offers an investigation of fihe nature of human
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relationships, of the meaning of intimacy, and of what it is to be human

and a social creature in a world that is oRen lonely and isolating. The

great choreographic possibilities of Tango spring from the intimate

connection between the two people dancing it.

My dear friends who learned to dance in the Golden Age might raise

an eyebrow to hear me say that. They would prefer to say,

'(mprovisando', where I might say, 'A meditation performed by iwo who

become one, united at the heart, seeking stillness through motion.' They

would say, 'Manteniendo la relacion entre (os dos cuerpos' (maintaining

the relationship between the two bodies), where I would say, 'Keeping

the hearts perfectly united at all times.' But they would also say, quietly,

so as not to be overheard and perhaps misunderstood, that dancing

Tango is like being in love for three minutes.

am profoundly grateful to them for their generosity in sharing the Tango

with me, and hope I have managed to share with you a little of what

they gave me.

isa r~E r~~vninc of ranco

APPENDix 1: CLOTHES AND SHOES
FOR THE DANCER

Clothes for Dancing Tango

Tango is an urban dance, not a folk dance, and so it has no 'costume'.

Through all of its history, Tango has been something that people did when

they went out for an evening's entertainment, and in each era people

have worn their best and most fashionable clothes to dance the Tango.

In the early years of the twentieth-century, working men in Buenos

Aires often wore black jackets, sometimes with a white trim, with striped

grey trousers, a white scarf tied at the neck and a black hat. Photo-

graphs of early Tango often show men dressed in that manner —not

because it was what they dressed up in to go dancing, but because it

was what they wore every day.

During Tangomania, fashions in Europe changed to accommodate

the passion for dance. Corsets became more flexible or were

abandoned, skirts became softer, with the appearance of wrap skirts,

tulip skirts and double layered 'lampshade' skirts, where a shorter skirt

was worn over a wrap skirt, or even ankle-length divided skirts or

bloomers. High stiff collars disappeared, as did wide brims on women's

hats and sweeping horizontal feathers. If feathers were worn at all, they

were worn vertically so as not to get into the partner's eyes. Perhaps

these changes would have happened anyway, but Tangomania in

Paris, fashion capital of the world at this time, certainly contributed a

new urgency.

After the First World War the French government put restrictions on

the employment of foreign performers, with the- aim of providing work

for French artists. Foreign artists were only allowed to perform as

specialty acts in their own national costume. There was no national

costume in Argentina, and no costume for dancing or playing the
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Tango, so this gave Tango artists something of a problem. The solution his shoes shined to perfection and in his best clothes, it was, and he

they hit upon was to dress as gauchos —the legendary horsemen of the said this with great force, 'jUna falta de respeto a la mujer!' — an insult

Pampas. To anyone in Argentina, nothing would have looked quite as to the woman.

absurd as Tango artists dressed as gauchos. Gauchos did not dance Certainly, when dancing Tango one is in close proximity with another

the Tango. Tango was the culture of Buenos Aires, a modern capital person, and some things are never permissible. Common sense should

city, while the gauchos lived in the countryside, and had their own quite suggest avoiding raw onions before going dancing, for example,

different music and dance, which belongs to the tradition known as although unfortunately. this is something that sometimes needs to be

'Folklore'. But outside Argentina the look caught on. Valentino dressed pointed out in today's Tango scene.

as a gaucho to dance his famous Tango in The Four Horsemen of the Personal hygiene was something that dancers from the Golden Age

Apocalypse, and a cliche was born. were absolutely meticulous about, without exception. Sadly I know

During the Golden Age of Tango a well-dressed, fashionable man dancers in Europe who don't get danced with because their potential

wore a suit, so that is what men wore when they danced. The period partner knows the odour will stay with them —whether that is an over-

saw many changes in women's fashions, from the loose sensuality of strong perfume or aftershave, or something more personal. This would

1930s Hollywood-inspired gowns, to the clean lines of the 1940s and never have happened in Buenos Aires. And for the sake of their

the sophisticated elegance of the New Look. Of course, both men and partners, a person who knows they perspire heavily during physical

women would choose from the fashions of the day clothes in which they activity should bring with them several changes of clothing, or wear

felt comfortable dancing. sufficient layers to prevent the dampness from reaching their partner's

The success of the show Tango Argenfino around the world created notice. There are few things worse at a dance than being clasped tightly

a fashion for Tango dancers outside Buenos Aires to dress in black, as by someone and finding your own clothes soaked with their cold sweat.

the costumes for the show were shades of black, grey and silver. While Common sense should allow any dancer to avoid all these pitfalls —

dancers in Buenos Aires might occasionally have worn black, generally common sense and respect for the people with whom one is going to

in a milonga they wore the same colourful clothes they would have worn be dancing. Without respect for one's partner one can never be a good

to go to a party. Tango dancer.

The Tango Renaissance has brought people from many different Provided that one takes one's partner's comfort into consideration,

backgrounds and with many different aesthetic ideals into the Tango, so pretty much anything goes in the modern Tango scene, just as it does

today it is common to see on the same dance floor a man in a well- elsewhere in our culture. Always choose clothes you can move in easily.

fitting suit or a woman in an elegant dress, and another in jeans. Trying to dance while also trying to hold in place a skimpy top can be

In the 1990s I remember talking to a man who had danced in the unsettling, and a tight skirt can restrict movement, for example.

Golden Age, who for personal reasons had only recently returned to Classes tend to be informal, with ease of movement being the most

dancing. While he had been away from the Tango the new generation important thing, so dressing for comfort when going to a class is always

of dancers had begun going to milongas frequented by the Golden Age appropriate. If a dance follows the class, however, then one should

dancers. He was astonished to see young men going dancing in jeans dress with the dance in mind. When hoping to dance for the first time

and trainers or sports shoes. He felt if a man didn't go to a milonga with with someone you don't know, it is helpful to remember that first
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impressions count for a lot. The way you dress does show your respect
for the person you plan to hold in your arms. It also shows your respect
for yourself. As one Argentinian friend said to me, the dance begins not
when you walk up to your partner; but when you stand in your home
planning what you are going to wear.

Shoes

The ideal shoe for dancing the Tango has a smooth sole, allowing the
foot to turn easily. While Ballroom dancers use suede soles, which can
be brushed up to give more grip on a slippery floor, Tango dancers
favour leather. If a dancer stands with the correct posture for Tango, then
the dancer's weight is directly over the balls of the toes, and unless a
floor is dangerously slippery, the dancer should be able to feel
comfortably balanced without the need of extra grip. Trainers, sports
shoes, or other shoes that are designed to have a great deal of grip on
the floor, can be dangerous as they prevent turning, forcing the dancer
to twist the leg instead and putting unnatural pressure on the joints,
which over time could lead to injury.

Ordinary men's outdoor shoes in the traditional English style often
have a stiff sole with a lip extending beyond the edge of the foot, and
this should be avoided if possible. A thin sole which does not extend
beyond the upper is much better as it makes the shoe lighter and easier
to dance in. Similarly, platform shoes and wedge heels should be
avoided, as they tend to make a shoe inflexible.
The shoe must have a flexible sole to allow the foot to extend

backwards correctly, with the toes placed flat on the floor while the rest
of the foot is in line with the lower leg.

It is also important that the shoe provides good support, and stays
securely on the foot, particularly, again, when stepping back. If the heel
of the shoe falls away from the foot when the dancer steps back it will
be impossible to dance comfortably or well. For this reason lace-up
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shoes, or shoes with straps at the ankle or high on the arch, tend to be

preferred. Slingback heels offer no support, and court shoes or other

shoes without straps tend to fall away from the heel when walking

backwards in the Tango way, unless they are uncomfortably tight.

A leader needs a heel of roughly the normal height of a man's shoe,

though some prefer a slightly higher heel. A heel that is too high results

in a weak, unclear lead. A follower should generally be in a higher

heel, as the heel provides support to the foot when walking backwards.

Also, it is important for the follower to be able to allow the heel to touch

the floor awhile not actually putting any weight on it) as this allows the

leg to rest and relax correctly. An experienced follower, who has the

correct tone in the leg, will be able to follow in shoes with a low heel

and still allow the heel to rest on the floor, but for the inexperienced

follower the result of dancing in a heel that is too low is that they will

dance constantly on their toes. It is almost impossible to get the correct

tonic relaxation in the leg when constantly standing on the toes. Some

dancers like to practise in low-heeled shoes. Of course, comfort is vital

— no one can dance well if their feet hurt! —but it will be more difficult

for a follower to acquire the technique of the Golden Age dancers if the

follower dances or practises in low-heeled shoes.
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APPENDIX 2: S0~1E TANGO TERMS
ExP~iNE~

Cabezeo

In the milongas of Buenos Aires it is not considered polite to go up to

someone and ask them to dance, as it puts pressure on the person who
is asked to say yes even if they would prefer not to dance, and it puts

the person asking at risk of losing face if the person asked does say no.
IF a person wants to dance with someone, that person tries to catch the
other person's eye. Once eye contact has been made, and the
agreement to dance has been reached, the leader goes to the follower's
table and only then does the follower stand.

Because it is the leader who goes to the follower once the agreement
has been made, it is easy to get the impression that it is the leader that

always does the asking. In reality the cabezeo is completely fair and

equal, as a leader cannot catch a follower's eye if the follower chooses
not to dance, and the follower can initiate eye contact as easily as the
leader can.

Making eye contact with someone across the room is easier when the

music is arranged in tandas, as the dance floor clears at regular

intervals, allowing all dancers the opportunity of making eye contact
with each other.

Canyengue

Canyengue is a word used by people in Buenos Aires who are not part

of the Tango community to refer to that indefinable quality that gives

Tango its character.

People who study Tango music use the word Canyengue to refer to

the early Tango style (see 'Dos por Cuatro'). The word has long been

associated by historians of Tango with the style of dance from that

period. It is also sometimes used as though it applied to a style from the
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Golden Age (though if it ever did apply to a style danced in the Golden

Age, I have never been able to identify what that style was or find

anyone who danced it at that time).

As dancers of the Tango Renaissance came to Buenos Aires looking

for authentic Tango, they began asking dancers to show them

Canyengue, as they had heard the word used as the name of a Tango

style. Some dancers tried to show people the dance they remembered

seeing people who had danced in the 1910s and 1920s doing, which

led other dancers to begin developing their own, very individual, and

often very appealing, interpretations in what they felt a Canyengue style

might be. In the 1990s these interpretations were developed into a new

style of Tango, also called Canyengue, that was very fashionable for a

while. There is little evidence to suggest that this new style bears much

resemblance to the Tango as it was danced in the early years of the

twentieth century, though it is charming, and continues to be popular

with some dancers.

Compadrito

The compadres were the dangerous tough guys of Buenos Aires in the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Compadrito is a diminutive

of compadre, and was used to describe the streetwise porfeno who

might have liked to think he was a compadre, but who did not have

quite such high status.

Conventillo

A tenement block, where many people lived in one building. These

were home to immigrants and the poor.

Cortina

Cortina, or curtain, is the term used for a piece of non-dance music used

to separate the tandas at a milonga. It is the signal for all the couples

on the dance floor to return to their places as one kind of music ends

and another kind begins.
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Dos por Cuatro

Tango is often referred to in Buenos Aires as dos por cuatro (literally'two

by four's referring to the time signature used for early Tango — 2/4, or

two crotchets quarter notes) to the bar (measurej. Dos por cuatro Tango

was played with a lilting heartbeat rhythm. Dividing each bar into eight

equal parts, that rhythm is:

12345678

or

12345678

Musicologists in Buenos Aires generally refer to early Tango music in

the dos por cuatro rhythm as canyengue.

By 1920 that rhythm had completely disappeared from the Tango, to

be replaced by the square rhythm of mature Tango:

12345678

where emphasis on the '4' is used only occasionally for effect.

The dos por cuatro rhythm reappeared in Milonga in the 1930s, with

a jazzy variant of it also appearing in Tango Nuevo.

Estilo Milongvero

A syle of Tango developed in the 1990s, based on the style of Tango

danced in certain parts of central and southern Buenos Aires in the

1950s. See Milonguero.

Golden Age of Tango

The Golden Age of Tango is the period between 1935 and 1955 —

usually referred to in Buenos Aires as the decade of the 1940s, even

though it was twenty years long. It is the period when all the branches

of Tango were in the most perfect harmony, and the highest levels of

achievement were reached in all of them.
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Gotan

Tango. In lunfardo it is common to reverse the order of syllables in a
word.

Lunfardo

It is said that Buenos Aires is a city of French architecture inhabited by
Italians who speak Spanish and wish they were English. Lunfardo, the

dialect or argot of the portenos, reflects the cultural diversity of the city.
It contains many words of Italian origin (some of them nineteenth-century
slang words in Italy), though all the different communities that arrived in

Buenos Aires left their mark on it. It is also common to hear back slang,

where the order of syllables in a word is reversed — Gotan for Tango,
for example.

Milonga

The word 'milonga' can be confusing, because it has several different

meanings.

Milonga first appears as the name of a type of folk-song. Its
function is as a carrier of lyrics, and it was populor with improvising

singers. Like the kind of blues that often begins, 'I woke up this
morning ...' there is a standard conventional harmonic and rhythmic

base over which lyrics are chanted, in an almost tuneless way. All folk
milongas have fundamentally the same chanting tune, so it would be
almost impossible to distinguish one from another without hearing the
lyrics.

Before the all-conquering dominance of Tango in Buenos Aires, folk
music was the most popular music in the city, and folk singers were

some of the biggest stars Buenos Aires produced. Milongas were very

popular, and showed off the singer's virtuosiy with lyrics, especially

when the singer improvised. People would go to hear folk singers, and

would say that they were going to hear a milonga, and then going to

a milonga, so gradually milonga became a word meaning a place

where one went to hear folk music.
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Other syles of folk music would also be played at these milongas.

While today the 'Folklore' community in Argentina does not dance to the

folk milonga —which is logical, as its function is to carry lyrics, so it is

to be listened to, not danced to —other folk music styles have exciting

dances that became very popular.- Even the milongas may at one time

have been danced f or possibly, as they were so popular, the word may

have been used as an umbrella term for any music and dance favoured

by the compadritos~. Gradually the word milonga came to mean a

place where one went to dance. This sense of the word is still used in

Buenos Aires today. The place where one goes to dance Tango is

known as a milonga.

In his autobiography, Francisco Canaro claimed that it was he who

invented the term 'tango m+longa' in 1917 to describe a tango

specifically designed for dancing. Certainly the term was in common use

before the end of the First World War, and was being used in Europe

in the 1920s to refer to the new 4/8 Tango rhythm being brought over

by Tango orchestras touring Europe at that time. The emergence of two

new forms of Tango music, tango cancion (sung tangos and tango

fantasia (symphonic tangos designed for the concert platform), made it

necessary to specify which recordings were designed for dancing.

Tango milonga, then, was not in itself an innovation, but a new label

given to what would previously have been simply called Tango.

In 1932 the songwriting team of Homero Manzi and Sebastian Piana

started an experiment that led to the invention of the Milonga, the third

pillar of the Tango Trinity Tango, Milonga and Vals~, as Tango dancers

know it today. Manzi wanted to write a lyric for a milonga, the still-

popular folk-song style. Piana was not interested because he felt that as

a composer a milonga left him with nothing to do. The tune, harmonic

structure and style were all laid down by convention. So they agreed

they would try something new. Manzi would write his lyric, but Piana

would set it creating a new melody and harmonic structure, more in the

syle of a tango. The result was the song Milonga Sentimental, which

immediately became a huge hit. Manzi and Piana instantly set about
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experimenting further with their discovery, turning out several of the new

kind of milonga song, with varying degrees of success.

Other composers and performers quickly took up the new idea. The

Tango had been slowing down through the 1920s and early 1930s,

and artists like Canaro saw in this new Milonga the opportunity to play

something more like the dance tangos of the early years of their careers,

as well as playing the more modern slow tangos. Other artists took the

traditional folk milonga tune and lyrics and placed them over Tango-

inspired arrangements.

This burst of creativity produced something new —something called a

milonga, but which could exist as an instrumental, without lyrics, and was

designed for dancing. This is sometimes called milonga c+udadana (city

milonga~, to distinguish it from the still popular milonga surena or

campera, southern or country milonga, as the folk style is sometimes called

today. To Tango dancers, though, milonga ciudadana is just Milonga,

and born just as the Golden Age of Tongo was about to begin, it quickly

took its place as the third pillar of the Tango Trinity.

The different meanings of milonga, then, are:

1 J a folksong form designed to carry lyrics, with a simple melody

with few variations, and strict harmonic structure

2~ a place where dancing of any kind is done, generally today

meaning a Tango venue, where all three forms of Tango —

Tango, Milonga and Vals —and in Buenos Aires frequently Jazz

and Tropical, would also be danced

3) in the phrase 'tango milonga', a tango composition or recording

specifically designed for dancing (as opposed to a song or

concert work that was not created for dancing), generally referring

to a work created around the time of transition from 2/4 to 4/8

4~ the youngest member of the Tango Trinity Tango, Milonga and

Vals~, invented in the 1930s. It is the playful face of Tango,

usually faster than Tango, and frequently exhibiting some of the

swing of the early 2/4 Tango. This is Milonga as Tango dancers

think of it.
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Milonguero

Milonguero literally means someone who frequents milongas. During the

early years of the Tango Renaissance the word was used to mean

someone who learned. how to dance the Tango in Buenos Aires during

the Golden Age.

The development of a style in the 1990s which was given the name

'Estilo Milonguero' led to a great deal of confusion over the use of the

word. This style took its inspiration from the style of Tango danced in

some parts of central and southern Buenos Aires in the 1950s. It was a

reaction against the choreographically complex styles favoured by most

Tango schools in Buenos Aires and elsewhere in the early years of the

Tango Renaissance, and was a genuine attempt to focus on the essence
of Tango. However, the name of the style implied not just that this was

one of the ways in which Tango was danced in the Golden Age, but
that it was the only way, reinforcing the unfounded prejudice that

complex figures were a distortion of Tango with no place on the social

dance floor.

Sadly, on several occasions I saw men I respected, fabulous dancers,
some of whom had been dancing since the early 1940s, profoundly

hurt because members of the new generation of dancers had accused

them of not being the real thing —not being real Tango dancers —

because they did not dance in the style called 'Estilo Milonguero'.

Ocho

Figure of eight. An ocho is a step where the leader leads the follower

to make a figure of eight shape, either forwards, by alternating turning

forwards steps, or backwards, alternating turning backwards steps.

Ocho Corrado

An extended forwards ocho. The follower is led to do the first step of a

forwards ocho, but the turn continues, as though the follower was going

to be taken into the turning walk. Before the side step has been

completed the leader reverses the direction of the follower's movement,
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taking a side step in the opposite direction (the two side steps usually

taking one beat of the music) followed by a turning forwards step. This

may be repeated on the other side.

Ori►lero
Orillero literally means 'from the outskirts' —the orillas. Outside the

Tango dance community in Buenos Aires the term is sometimes used as

though it referred to a particular style of dance Ito distinguish it from

Tango de Sal6n~. i never spoke to anyone who had danced socially in

the Golden Age of Tango who referred to the style he or she danced as

'Orillero'. Whatever style they danced, everyone, without exception in

my own experience, referred to what they did as Tango de Salon.

found no evidence of what a dance style called Orillero might have

been. My conclusion from the information that I managed to collect is

that Orillero may in the early years of Tango have been synonymous

with Canyengue —that is to say a style of Tango that was not Tango de

Salon, not Tango that was danced in respectable dance halls, but an

older style that was danced in the makeshift, rough-and-ready venues of

the port, and perhaps other areas around the edge of the city.

Orquesta rpica

The typical Tango orchestra. The backbone of the orquesta tipica is the

sextet of two bandoneons, two violins, double bass and piano. Larger

orchestras add more bandoneons, more strings, and occasionally other

instruments as well.

Parade

A step in which the leader interrupts the movement of the follower's

body, generally during the transfer section of a step back. The leader

immobilises the follower, then generally performs some decorative

movement —sometimes sandwiching the follower's front Foot between

the leader's feet, though many other variations are possible. Parade

means 'stop'.
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Porten"o Outside Buenos Aires it is often used to refer to any one of a number of
A person or thing from Buenos Aires. different styles of Tango.

In my own research in Buenos Aires, I frequently asked people who
Pr6ctita had been dancing in the Golden Age what style of Tango they danced.
In the Golden Age of Tango a pr6ctica was a men's practice dance, All of them, whatever style they danced, said that they danced Tango
which was also used by new Tango dancers as a place to team the de Salon. If I asked them to describe the style of another dancer who
dance. Today the term is often used for glow-key social dance. danced differently from them, particularly if it was a style of which they

did not approve, they would find another description for it. Invariably,
Sacada though, that other dancer referred to what he did as Tango de Salon.
A step in which the leader appears to knock the follower's supporting My conclusion is that Tango de Salon refers not to a particular style of
leg away. This is in fact an optical illusion —the leader uses his or her Tango, but actually to the change in the nature of Tango. The early dos
own leg as a lever under the follower's body to move the follower's por cuatro music and the dance that went with it were confined to the
torso. The follower's leg is moved by the movement of the bodies. poorer parts of Buenos Aires society, enjoyed in an impromptu fashion in
Sacada comes from sacar— to take away. the patios of the conventillos and other places of working-class

entertainment. After Tangomania raised the respectability of the dance it
Salida began the journey into dance halls and ballrooms —into the salon.
The traditional first four steps of the dance. Salida means 'exit', or 'place At the same time, the change in the rhythm of the music led to a
where a journey begins', or 'going outside'. In the Tango Renaissance change in the way the dance was done. This was more fundamental
Salida has come also to mean the 'Eight Step Basic' that is taught in than a superficial stylistic change. It was the development of mature
many Tango classes. In the Golden Age, each area of Buenos Aires, Tango.
sometimes even to the level of each practica, had its own form of the Across the city of Buenos Aires there were many, many' different
Salida. Experienced dancers could tell where a leader came from by the choreographic styles, and yet there was an astonishing uniformity in the
way he led the first four steps. fundamental technique. It is this fundamental technique that defines

It is interesting to note that the 'Eight Step Basic' was not the Salida of Tango de Salon.
any part of Buenos Aires in the Golden Age. ~It seems to have been Confusingly, though, dancers of different choreographic styles
invented by Tango teachers in the 1980s_) While the two halves of the tended to concentrate on those di$erences when talking about Tango
step both existed in every part of the city, and the 'Normal Resolution' to young dancers of the Tango Renaissance, identifying their own style
that finishes the step was very common, the first half of the step, up to as Tango de Salon, and therefore excluding all other styles. This led
the cross, was surprisingly rarely used, and then only when useful young dancers to define Tango de Salon as a style, rather than the
choreographically. technique that binds all Tango dancers together. This in turn led to the

use of other terms such as 'Orillero' or sometimes even 'Nuevo' to
Salon separate styles that were all considered by those who created and
Salon, or Tango de Salon, is a term that can be extremely confusing. danced them in the Golden Age to be Tango de Salon.
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Sandwich Tango Nuevo
A step where the leader, having first interrupted the follower's Tango Nuevo means 'new Tango', and so F~as been used over the years
movement, usually in a turning back step, though sometimes in a turning to refer to a variety of things that once seemed new and different. It is
forwards step, then proceeds to place the feet either side of the. most commonly used to refer to the style of Tango music pioneered by
follower's front foot, sandwiching it between the leader's own feet. The. Astor Piazzolla in the 1970s and 1980s. This was a period when there
follower's movement is not interrupted by the placing of the leader's feet, was very little dancing, and so no real market for Tango aimed at the.
but by the movement of the hearts suddenly stopping before the dance floor. Piazzolla, who had grown up in New York surrounded by
movement of the follower's foot can be completed. jazz hand who had expressed. a desire to create Tango music that could:

not be danced- toj, used the. #erm to refer ro the Tango-~azz fusion music
Tandy he was experimenting with — a style of music that proved to be very
A tanda is a group of tracks by the same orchestra and in the same accessible to those with no experience of the Tango tradition. It was also
style. In the milongas in Buenos Aires the dance music is organised in popular with stage dancers, who ironically found that they could create
tandas separated by curtain music. interesting choreographies to the music not designed for dancing.

Although to the inexperienced dancer the idea of playing music in Piazzolla's Tango Nuevo continues to influence musicians both inside
tandas seems strange as it interrupts the dancing, in fact it is an and outside the Tango world almost two decades after his death.
enormous help in facilitating the working of the milonga. Recently the term Tango Nuevo has been applied to a style of Tango

Clearing the floor every ten to fifteen minutes. means that no matter dance using complicated choreographic ideas, although in practice the
how crowded the dance is, it is possible for dancers to have the. space choreographic. ideas used in this style have been in existence since the
to dance more complicated choreographic patterns for a minute or two Golden Age., and: perhaps earlier.
before the floor fills again.
When the floor is clear it is easy to make eye contact with someone Vals

anywhere in the room. And every person in the room is free at the _ Tango in waltz time. When danced with Tango steps it is sometimes
beginning of the tanda, so the situation never arises that two people referred to as Vols Cruzado (Vats with the cross). Even in the Golden
want to dance with each other but whenever one is free the other is Age, in some parts of Buenos Aires people still danced Viennese Waltz
dancing. to Vals music, or a few bars of Viennese Waltz mixed in with 1/als
The system also facilitates dancing with new people and increases Cruzado. Vats is the joyful face of Tango, and is one of the three parts

the social Fluidity of the milonga. At the Cortina everyone will stop of the Tango Trinity— Tango, Vals and Milonga. The three together give
dancing. Each milonga will have a certain number of tracks. in each Tango its fully rounded personality.
tanda, so everyone knows how many tracks there are to go before the
corfina. With just one or two tracks to go it is easy to agree to dance
with someone you don't know, and perhaps would not otherwise
dance with.
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